Abstract-The evolution of the Internet has triggered a significant activity exploring new architectures among which the concept of Information-Centric-Networks (ICN) has emerged. Considering the various ICN solutions, Content-Centric Networking (CCN) is the one that received most attention. The design of CCN is progressing albeit many important issues still deserve a careful analysis and design. In this paper, we cover the important problem of congestion control in CCN and develop our hopby-hop Interest Shaping mechanism (HoBHIS) framework. We present the foundation and general properties of our solution. We then study the behaviour of HoBHIS and demonstrate the fairness of resource sharing in presence of multiple active conversations. Further, we introduce a mechanism to control the user behavior in order to limit its ability to submit requests in excess creating a potential risk for buffer overflow. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed solutions and provide a performance analysis using the implementation of our schemes in ndnSIM . We show that HoBHIS provides an adequate and efficient solution to the general problem of congestion control in CCN.
I. INTRODUCTION
Content-Centric Networking (CCN) proposed by Van Jacobson et al. in [1] has been introduced to cope with the evolution of the internet usage towards massive content distribution. This architecture differs from the traditional host-based communication principle in many ways. One important change is that network addresses are replaced by content names to distribute information in CCN networks. Moreover, extensive in-network caching capabilities are introduced to benefit from the observation of the traffic flowing in the network. As a consequence, data packets can be delivered by any CCN router in addition to the source, according to various caching algorithms that are out of scope of this paper. In CCN, a request issued by a user is called Interest and the part of the associated content is called Chunk. For convenience, we will name a stream of Interest/Chunk pairs a Conversation.
The key property of CCN is that one Interest retrieves at most one data packet. It enforces a flow balance in the CCN network that enables multiple Interests to be issued at once. Interest aggregation is an optimization that provides the ability to reduce the network load when multiple interests from different sources request the same content. This is achieved by aggregating them in the CCN router, forwarding a single interest upstream and carrying downstream a single copy of the associated content.
As a consequence of the CCN design principles, we have to regulate the stream of chunks as well as the stream of interests in order to avoid congestion and to improve network performance. We believe that, because of the specific design of CCN, hop-by-hop congestion control provides a suitable solution to this problem. We were first [2] , to propose a hopby-hop Interest shaping mechanism exploiting the one Interest -one Chunk rule enforced in CCN. In this scheme, each CCN router controls the future rate of data-chunks by shaping the rate of corresponding Interests it is pushing upstream. CCN routers dynamically adjust their Interest sending rate by monitoring the level of Chunks stored in their transmission buffer. The rate resulting from this operation is called the shaping rate. An important control function is the one used to derive an optimum shaping rate that maintains the queue length around an objective. Various important parameters are calibrated in order to efficiently operate the algorithm as a function of the network characteristics.
The important concern in CCN is related to the ability offered to a user to send interests without any limiting rate factor, creating a risk for buffer overflow and performance degradation. We introduce a new rate-based mechanism aiming to control the interest sending rate of a content receiver (a client or source of interest). The scheme introduces an exchange of control information between the CCN nodes and the client. The CCN nodes periodically send control packets with an explicit rate specifying the maximum sending rate for each Client on the path used by this conversation. In order to derive an optimum explicit rate, CCN routers use a control function based on the shaping rate computed by HoBHIS.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section II presents work related to congestion control in CCN. Section III provides a short introduction to CCN underlining the most meaningful properties for this work. In Section IV, we describe the hop-by-hop Interest shaping mechanism (HoBHIS) and its operating principles. We discuss in Section V, our tolerance mechanism to control the interest rate of a client when generated in excess and creating a risk for losses. We provide a performance evaluation of the solutions in Section VI. Section VII conludes the paper and proposes future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Hop-by-hop congestion control schemes have been widely studied in the past but only recently in the context of CCN. Traffic control suited to CCN has been considered lately, mostly to study congestion and packet loss in CCN routers. The existing schemes can be classified into two categories: receiver-based and hop-by-hop mechanisms. The scheme introduced in [3] is one of the first window-based algorithms designed to control the Interest sending rate of a receiver in TCP-like environments. The proposed mechanism uses Chunks packets and associated timers as relevant signals to regulate the number of Interests sent by the receiver. One serious issue of this approach is to properly set the timeout value. The solution used in [3] sets the timer to the mean value of RTT, that, unfortunately, does not take into account the variability of content sources. The mechanism was later improved in [4] by adding route labels to the Chunks so that the client can identify multiple paths. CCTCP introduced in [5] also represents a receiver-driven control solution. The authors propose to list in each interest packet the subsequent Chunks the client intends to request. The network nodes indicate whether they have cached this Chunk. Thus, the receiver maintains separate congestion states for different content locations where future interest will be satisfied. A similar predictive approach has been proposed in [6] where the authors have proposed some improvements to reduce the complexity of the protocol.
As shown in the past, the receiver-driven schemes face a fairness problem in networks with heterogeneous RTTs. Some analysis and improvements can be found in [7] , [8] . As caching is a key feature of CCN, the RTT related to the content sources appears as a crucial parameter for receiver-driven mechanisms. A recent work, [9] , compares the performance of these schemes and concludes that the receiver-driven solutions based on timeouts are not suitable for CCN because of the unpredictability of the content locations.
A second category of congestion control mechanism uses hop-by-hop interest shaping rather than letting the receiver infer network congestion using timeouts. HoBHIS [2] was the first interest-based shaping mechanism developped for CCN. In [10] the authors present a fair sharing mechanism where Interests exceeding a Data fair rate are discarded. ICP introduced in [3] was then extended in [11] where the authors describe a joint hop-by-hop congestion control mechanism that is found similar to HoBHIS. The basic idea developped in this general approach is to shape the Interest of every conversation flowing through a CCN node to control congestion of Chunks packets and improve network performance. Other proposals based on interest shaping have been presented in [12] , [13] . The proposed scheme shapes the interests so that the associated data rate is equal to some predefined ratio of the reverse link capacity. Recently, a different solution was proposed in [14] . The mechanism identifies the interdependence between the interests and its associated chunks and analyzes the fair resource allocation in presence of bidirectional traffic.
The work related to traffic engineering in CCN has developed recently. However, the various contributions are still fragmented and do not address specific important issues. The aim of this paper is to provide a comprehensive solution for congestion control in CCN.
III. CONTENT-CENTRIC NETWORKING
In this section we provide a short introduction to CCN in order to highlight the most important architectural features useful in the context of our contribution.
Any content requested by a Client (or a source of Interests) can be divided into a number of data packets. In order to request a given piece of content, a Client will have to send an interest packet. This interest packet will be forwarded to a location where the content is stored. It could be the server or a CCN router where the content has been cached. As a consequence, in order to fetch a given content, the Client will have to submit as many Interest packets as the number of chunks that exist for that particular content. We observe that an Interest triggers the reception of a single chunk transmitted on the reverse path used by the one followed by the associated Interest from the Client to the location where the chunk is retrieved. The "One Interest -One Chunk" rule is an interesting property that enforces a flow balance in a CCN network. Each CCN router supports three different types of storage. The Interests are forwarded to the data source thanks to the Forwarding Information Base (FIB). In addition, the Pending Interest Table ( PIT) keeps track of the forwarded Interests so that the chunks can be returned to their requestor. Finally, a huge cache is used to store the chunk packets using any caching strategy in order to reduce the network response time for frequently asked content. As the content can be delivered by any cache in the network, the time elapsed from sending an Interest to retrieving the corresponding chunk is defined as a random variable A(t). We will call this delay the Response delay. In the CCN node model we have proposed in [2] and also considered in this study, we introduced a transmission buffer associated with each face, that differs from the cache.
An important optimization in CCN is the ability to aggregate Interest packets looking for the same content when flowing through a given node. As a consequence, a single Interest copy will be sent to the network and will be used to retrieve the corresponding chunk. In this situation, the router updates an existing PIT entry adding the interfaces that have requested the same chunk and where the corresponding Interest was aggregated (namely dropped). Once a corresponding chunk is received, the node copies it to all interfaces from this entry.
IV. HOP-BY-HOP INTEREST SHAPING MECHANISM
In this section, we shortly introduce the control principles of HoBHIS, more detailed information can be found in [2] . This proactive mechanism is implemented in each CCN router and performs a sharing of the network capacity among different conversations. We define a congestion in CCN router as the overflow of the transmission buffer associated to an output interface. The congestion manifests by the loss of data Chunks. Interest shaping is used to control the flow of Chunks and regulate it according to the available buffering capacity in every CCN router. Every transmission buffer of a CCN router will be monitored and the Chunk traffic will be regulated in order for the data transmission buffer to converge to a given objective value r. The Chunk traffic can be regulated thanks to the "One Interest -One Chunk" rule that provides an elegant way to control the flow of information.
Let us describe the principle of HoBHIS. Figure 1 provides an illustration of the communication process when shaping is enforced. As can be seen from Figure 1 , when an Interest is received, it will be delayed in the CCN router if proved necessary in order to avoid congestion of the transmission buffer of that same node. This delay is obtained thanks to the computation of the associated shaping rate that is derived using the following formula:
Where A * (t) is a predicted value of the Response delay variable that corresponds to the delay of the control loop. We introduce h, a design parameter, that has an important effect on the dynamic convergence properties of our scheme towards the objective r. The other notations can be found in Table I .
The shaping rate function (1) consists of two parts. The first one corresponds to the transmission queue capacity available to send the Chunks, C(t), while the second represents the additional rate to adjust, namely increase or decrease, the Interest sending rate and still be able to avoid overflow when facing a control loop of duration A * (t) . Obviously, a good estimate for A(t) is needed in order to reduce oscillations and cope with the potential variability of the response delay parameter.
A. Resource sharing
In this section we provide a solution for an efficient buffer sharing of the network resources, for the case when multiple conversations are active. Let suppose that there are F active conversations going through the router. In the simplest case the buffer capacity can be shared between the conversations as r F . However, this solution does not take into account the situation where one or more conversations do not consume their share. In this case, the queue length will converge to
Each conversation converges to its own threshold r i . Therefore, as can be seen from Formula (2), the total available capacity may not be completely used. In order to improve its utilization, the rest of the resources should be shared between the active conversations. Our solution to solve this issue is described below. The arrival rate for a given conversation can be estimated by the number of chunks in the queue belonging to this conversation. Thus, the rate of a conversation can be expressed as follows:
Where e i (t) is the number of chunks of conversation i at time t and F j=1 [e j (t)] is the total queue length. ρ i (t) represents the ratio of the total queue length occupied by conversation i at time t. Taking into account equation (3), we modify the shaping rate formula in the case of multiple conversations as follows:
It is important to notice here that we only need to monitor the active conversations, those that have at least one chunk in the queue and enforce accounting only for this reduced set. Note also that for the sake of simplicity, we consider Chunk packets of constant size. If it was not the case, the length of a chunk packet will be used to adjust the above equation.
Monitoring all conversations is far too expensive but we are concentrating on the active conversations only, those for which packets are queued in the buffer, to reduce the number of states stored in the router. It has been shown in the past (cf. [15] ) that such per flow control is scalable because of the relatively small number of active flows. A conversation is considered to be active if a transmission queue of the router owns at least one packet of this conversation.
B. Dynamic adjustment of the design parameter h
In this section we analyse in details the behaviour of HoBHIS and study the dynamic adjustment of the design parameter h. This parameter is very important because it has a significant effect on the dynamic convergence properties. Let us study it with a simple analytical model.
In this model, we consider a single-conversation going through the CCN node and constant response delay A(t) = A. HoBHIS starts to react only after the reception of a data chunk. As during an initialisation period we do not know the size of data packets, the equation (1) can not be used to compute the shaping rate. Thus, the Interest sending rate of any CCN node during an initialisation period will be equal to its maximum possible rate to send the Interests, namely:
where S I is the size of an Interest. The oscillations in the data queue might be large during the initialisation period due to a high Interest sending rate. Two situations are possible: case 1) an incoming Interest rate, γ in , is higher or equal to γ max,t0 , and case 2) γ in is less than γ max,t0 .
In the first situation, the router will send a huge number of Interests into the network that may lead to large oscillations in the data queue. Oscillations due to the initialisation period can not be avoided but the parameter h will provide a mean to control in order to stabilize the system as fast as possible.
For the first case where γ in ≥ γ max,t0 , the solution is to quickly serve the Chunks in excess. Let's call e 0 the number of Interests forwarded by a CCN router during the initialisation period. We know that for the case where e 0 > r:
Thus, to have γ > 0, we should maintain:
Thus, we have:
When a first Chunk arrives to the node, we can easily compute h using Formula (8). That allows us to make the queue converge to its objective faster and without future oscillations. The only problem we can face here is the shaping rate that immediately drops from a large value to a small one. In order to reduce this drop of the shaping rate, we can try to maintain it between γ stable ± δ, where δ is defined from:
Where δ = * stable value, ∈ (0; 1) that corresponds to δ = γ stable = C in our case. Thus, to maintain γ in these bounds we can use h = h opt . Frequently, for control systems = 0.05.
Let us study the second case where γ in < γ max,t0 . We know that:
It means that in practice the Interest sending rate γ(t) = min{γ max,t0 , γ in } = γ in . When the first Chunk arrives, the shaping rate γ(t) will be computed and expressed in number of Chunks per second and then should be applied to the Interests. Hovewer, the queue size is still less than the objective value r. Therefore, the design parameter should adjust the shaping rate γ(t) to γ in until the queue converges. We should also take into account the number of Interests that have been sent during the initialisation period and will be quickly returned as Chunks, e 0 . Therefore,
Thus, the value for h can be derived from this equation and will be: The shaping rate formula allows us to control the congestion of the transmission queue by carefully monitoring the rate of the Interest packets in the CCN nodes. However, there is no mean to prevent a Client from sending Interest at high or excessive rates in order to be privileged and retrieve its content faster. Therefore, it is important to define a tolerance mechanism that, in addition, can control the Clients as well as prevent the loss of Interest packets.
There exist two basic methods to throttle the rate of a client: rate-based and window-based. Each of them has their own merit and both approaches are feasible in CCN. In the case of window-based, the clients behavior is strictly defined by the presence or absence of Data packets. If no feedback arrives, it will be interpreted as congestion in the network and the client will automatically stop sending. However, windowbased control schemes can lead to traffic bursts. Moreover, if the window is too small, the network resources are not effectively used. An adaptation of this method is investigated in [3] and represents a variant of Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease (AIMD) for CCN. As the authors use Data Chunks to increase/decrease the congestion window, the estimation of the response time is crucial for this type of control. In [10] , the authors also choose to use AIMD in order to adjust the Interest sending rate used by clients.
Ideally, Clients should fully saturate the link, send packets and keep the Chunks arriving continuously. To achieve this, the window-based control has to estimate an ideal window size that can be computed based on the bottleneck capacity and the Response Delay. The rate-based control has to know the bottleneck capacity or should receive an explicit rate value from the network in order to adapt its sending rate. One advantage of the rate-based control is that it does not stop sending in absence of feedback, but at the same time the client has to be aware of a specific sending rate. This rate might be known thanks to the introduction of a network feedback mechanism or by using an instantaneous measured value of the input Data rate.
For a CCN client it is important to choose an initial value for the sending rate. It may be a small fixed window for window-based approach or any specific rate for rate-based schemes.
A. Tolerance rate
In this section we present the Explicit Interest Rate control mechanism that defines a tolerance with respect to the interest rate that a Client can generate. A rate-based scheme was preferred to a window-based mechanism such as AIMD because it is independent of the end users strategy. In addition, it allows a more accurate control and better network resource utilization.
We define the tolerance rate as the maximum rate that the clients are not allowed to exceed. The principle of our solution is to adjust the tolerance rate to the rate of the bottleneck node. Every CCN router will control the rate of incoming Interests by periodically sending control packets with an explicit rate field advertised back to the Clients. This explicit rate field aggregates the bottleneck rate on that path up to this router and is advertised upstream towards the source.
In our model, two complementary rates are computed for each individual conversation: the shaping rate and the tolerance rate. Thanks to HoBHIS, every CCN router controls the rate of a conversation by shaping the rate of its associated Interests. In addition, control packets will be exchanged and updated by the routers along the path followed by a conversation, to convey the tolerance rate for every single Client. For sake of simplicity and without loss of generality, we will consider a network topology illustrated in figure 2. Each A(t) seconds, CCN nodes transmit control packets with an explicit rate information back to the client. Each router calculates the maximum allowed rate for the Client and updates this field if it is found smaller than the actual value. As a consequence, the control packets carry the most conservative value for the rate, namely, the maximum allowed rate of the path. It is obviously not necessary to update the explicit rate faster than the delay of the control loop A(t).
B. Computation of the Tolerance rate
Let Formula 13 represent the maximum shaping rate for conversation i at time t. The Interest queue contains Interests packets from many different conversations. The control function used to compute the shaping rate of a given conversation enforces the total Chunks queue length to converge to the objective r defined as a percentage of the buffer capacity.
As we do not know a delay between the bottleneck router and the client, we can not directly use the shaping rate formula to compute the tolerance rate because it may lead to large Interest queue oscillations. Moreover, the shaping rate formula does not depend on the Interest queue length at time t and so the level of Interests in the queue is not controlled. As a result, it would be possible to have an Interest queue always congested.
Thus, the tolerance rate formula should:1) depend on γ(t); 2) use the filling level of Interest queue at time t.
Respecting the conditions listed above, we propose the following computation formula for the tolerance rate:
The factor (1 − e I (t) B I
) should decrease the oscillations due to feedback delay and the variations of the shaping rate. Using formula 14 to calculate the explicit rate value, allows us to maintain the total arrival Interest rate aligned with the shaping rate.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The aim of this section is to analyze, through simulations, the performance of HoBHIS and Tolerance rate mechanism. We have implemented our mechanisms in ns3-based Named Data Networking Simulator (ndnSIM), [16] , that implements NDN communication model.
A. Tolerance mechanism
In this section we analyze the performance of our feedback mechanism that is used to enforce the tolerance rate. The simulation topology is presented in Figure 3 . In this scenario, Clients 1, 2 and 3 are asking for the content from Server 1, 2 and 3 respectively. The shaping mechanism is implemented in each CCN node. Every CCN node has a timer set to a Response Delay value and send the control packets according to the algorithm defined in Section V. The servers represent the rest of CCN network and generate the random delay uniformly distributed from 0 to 0.1 s for every Chunk packet. All the clients are not greedy and have the maximum sending rate for 100 Interests/s for Clients 1 and 2 and 25 Interests/s for Client 3 they can not exceed. When the explicit rate value is retrieved by the Clients, they adjust their sending rate to this value. Their rates are updated every A(t) seconds with the values obtained from the control packets. We are interested in observing the Interest and Chunk buffer states in bottleneck node R2. The buffer parameters are: buffer size = 100 Chunks, r = 60 Chunks. The control packets size is equal to the Interest packet size that is around 30 Bytes, the Chunk payload size is set to 1000 Bytes.
The results are shown in Figure 5 (a) and 5(b). As it can be seen from the Figures, the total average Chunks queue length converges to the threshold r = 60 Chunks as expected by HoBHIS. We can see that the conversations fairly share the buffer capacity. The Clients 1 and 2 have the same percentage of buffer capacity attributed to them because they are emitting with the same rates. As the sending rate of Client 3 is slower than the rates of other two Clients, it does not need the same amount of buffer capacity that Clients 1 and 2. Thus, we see that the part of router ressources that is not used by Client 3 is attributed to Clients 1 and 2. We observe the same behavior of the Interest queue where the resources are fairly shared between the conversations. Figure 5 (c) presents the client rates and the shaping rate of the bottleneck node. The rate of Client 3 achieves its maximum value at 25 Interests/s. As the Clients 1 and 2 are able to emit faster than Client 3, their tolerance rate Fig. 6 : Chunk queue length and Interest shaping rate convergence speed as a function of h is higher. The sum of Client rates is equal to the bottleneck node's shaping rate. Finally, as a result, we observe optimal resource utilization and no packet loss.
B. Dynamic adjustment of h
In this section we analyze the convergence rate of our mechanisms. We use a simple mono-conversation scenario and one-node topology presented in Figure 4 . The A(t) is considered to be constant for these experiments. We are interested in the convergence rate of the data queue of the bottleneck link and the shaping rate towards their objectives that are r = 60 and γ = C, under different values of h. We study two cases presented earlier in Section IV-B, where the first one causes the big oscillations in the data queue after an initialization period while in the second case the data queue is not sufficiently filled. To generate the oscillations in the data queue during the initialisation period we will use the Client Interest sending rate = 5.000 Interests/s that is higher than γ max in order to use the maximum possible Interest sending rate of a CCN node. For the second case we reduce the Client sending rate to 1.000 Interests/s in order to have γ in < γ max .
The curves 6(a) and 6(b) show the results for the case where the data queue is overloaded due to an excess number of Interests sent during the initialization period. Tuning the value of h we observe the different behavior of the Chunk queue. It is easy to see that the optimum value of h dynamically adjusted thanks to the algorithm presented in Section IV-B provides the best convergence rate to the objective value without oscillations whilst other values of the design parameter do not provide a suitable control. For simplicity, we provide a theoretical shaping rate that may become negative.
The results for the second case are presented in Figures 6(c) Globecom 2014 -Communications QoS, Reliability and Modelling Symposium and 6(d). Again, h opt provide a suitable convergence speed towards the objective. The small and large h values cause slow convergence and oscillations respectively.
In order to challenge our mechanisms we should compare them with other hop-by-hop solutions presented earlier in the literature, i.e. [10] , [11] , but unfortunately the corresponding source codes are not publicly available.
VII. CONCLUSION
We presented a first comprehensive solution for congestion control in CCN networks. This problem is of utmost importance and has not been globally addressed in the past. Our framework is grounded on our original HoBHIS mechanism that was the first introduced to provide a hop-by-hop shaping mechanism. It nicely exploits the flow balance enforced in CCN between Interest and Chunk packets. It mostly consists in monitoring active conversations sharing the transmission buffer of a CCN node face in order to dynamically adjust their Interest sending rate and enforce the Chunk queue length to converge to a defined objective. This mechanism is implemented in each CCN node. We extended the design of HoBHIS in order to address the important concerns that might occur in CCN. We first demonstrated the fairness of resource sharing among competing conversations. Second, we introduced an explicit Interest rate feedback mechanism designed to control the Client behavior and prevent a potential risk of network congestion. Each node will compute a Client tolerance rate that is returned upstream towards the source in order to collect the bottleneck rate of the path. A thorough evaluation was conducted using different simulation scenarios. We observed that the results fully satisfy the design objectives and we can conclude that HoBHIS is an efficient and operational solution to the problem of congestion control in CCN. In future work we would certainly like to consider different types of traffic and services and analyze if differentiating between them will provide additional value.
